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University said.  
 
Dr Bowman has been running his Experiment to 
Detect the Global EoR (Epoch of Reionization) 
Signature (EDGES ) for 12 years. Nine years ago he 
started doing the observations from CSIRO's 
Murchison Radio-astronomy Observatory, after 
searching for the best place on the planet for this 
work. 
 
The radio signal Dr Bowman's team found was 
incredibly faint, coming from 13.6 billion years back 
in the universe's history. It also fell in the region of the 
spectrum used by FM radio stations, making detection 

Using a small radio telescope at a CSIRO observatory 
in Western Australia, US astronomers have detected a 
signal from the first stars to have emerged in the early 
universe about 180 million years after the Big Bang. 
 
After the Big Bang, the universe cooled and went dark 
for millions of years. In the darkness, gravity pulled 
matter together until stars formed and burst into life, 
bringing the 'cosmic dawn'. 
 
This new-found signal marks the closest astronomers 
have seen to that moment. "Finding this miniscule 
signal has opened a new window on the early 
universe," Dr Judd Bowman of Arizona State 
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of this weak signal from most 
Earth-based sites impossible. 
 
The MRO observatory is in a 
naturally extremely 'radio-quiet' 
l o c a t i o n .  T h i s  u n i q u e 
characteristic is protected by a 
legislated 'radio quiet' zone up 
to 260 km across, which keeps 
human-made activities that 
produce interfering radio 
signals to an absolute 
minimum. 
 
The MRO's development was 
managed by Antony Schinckel, 
CSIRO's Head of Square 
Kilometre Array Construction 
and Planning. "Finding this 
signal is an absolute triumph, a 
triumph made possible by the 
extreme attention to detail by 
Judd's team, combined with the 
exceptional radio quietness of 
the CSIRO site," Mr Schinckel 
said. 
 
"We worked hard to select this 
site for the long-term future of 
r a d i o  a s t r o n o m y  a f t e r 
exhaustive investigations across 
the country. We believe we 
have the gold standard in radio 
quietness, the best site in the 
world. 
 
"This is one of the most 
technically challenging radio 
astronomy experiments ever 
attempted. The leads include 
two of the best radio astronomy 
experimentalists in the world 
and they have gone to great 
lengths to design and calibrate 
their equipment in order to have 
convincing evidence for a real 
signal," Mr Schinckel said. 
 
Dr Robert Braun, Science 
D i r e c t o r  a t  t h e  S K A 
Organisation said "this is a 
powerful demonstration of what 
can be achieved with the 
combination of an excellent site 
and world-class engineering, 
boding well for the great 
discoveries that will be enabled 
by the SKA." 

Dr Bowman praised the support he had received from CSIRO. "The 
infrastructure and logistical support that CSIRO has provided for EDGES 
has enabled our small team to focus on developing the new instrumentation 
and techniques needed for the experiment. 
 
"CSIRO's operations team at the MRO has been phenomenal. They have 
helped to install the experiment and maintain it between our visits to the 
site. Their expertise has been invaluable, they helped us learn how to 
operate in the outback environment. In addition astronomers at the Curtin 
University node of ICRAR supported the EDGES project by sharing 
equipment and supplies on site at the MRO," Dr Bowman said. 
 
The MRO was developed by CSIRO for its Australian Square Kilometre 
Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) telescope and also hosts a low-frequency 
telescope, the Murchison Widefield Array , developed by an international 
collaboration, led by Curtin University. 
 
These telescopes make use of the radio-quiet nature of the site and also are 
important precursors to the Square Kilometre Array itself. It is now the 
Australian site for the low-frequency telescope of the future Square 
Kilometre Array, SKA1 Low. 
 
CSIRO hosts and manages a wide range of science-ready national research 
facilities and infrastructure that is used by thousands of Australian and 
international researchers each year. 
 
On page 1 is an artist's rendering of how the first stars in the universe may 
have looked.   
 
The photograph below is of an EDGES ground-based radio spectrometer. In 
each instrument, sky radiation is collected by a wideband dipole-like 
antenna consisting of two rectangular metal panels mounted horizontally 
above a metal ground plane. A receiver with two internal noise comparison 
sources is installed underneath the ground plane. A balun is used to guide 
radiation from the antenna panels to the receiver.  
 
 

CSIRO,  Mar 2018 
Image credit: N.R.Fuller, National Science Foundation  
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Humboldt: The Eastern 
Walls  

 

Views of the new moon crescent often suffer from 
poor seeing with the Moon low in the western sky, but 
on the 28th of July the image of vast crater Humboldt 
was unexpectedly steady. Though I was able to use 
the 4.8 Nagler the best view was had with an old 6mm 
orthoscopic at 333 magnification. 
 
At 207 km in diameter Humboldt is pretty big, so I 
chose to record its breathtaking eastern walls, leaving 
the floor and western walls for another night.  
Libration in longitude was almost zero, so Humboldt 
clung to the Moon's eastern limb. The good seeing 
allowed much complex detail to be recorded. 
 
Large craters are formed initially by vaporization of 
the target rock and compression of the surrounding 
material, resulting in near vertical inner walls. These 
steep walls are often well preserved in smaller craters, 
but in large craters like Humboldt they soon collapse, 
Moon rocks being not as hard as terrestrial rocks. If 
the wall collapses by rotation then a wide continuous 
terrace can result with steep scarps above and below.   
 
If the material has been fractured into smaller units 
then a landslide can result, and loose material may 
flow across a wide area, coming to rest as a very 
gentle slope. These processes enlarge the original 
circular crater by eating into the surroundings and 
often result in very irregular crater shapes. 
 
Both modes of collapse are well seen in the Humboldt 

crater wall. On the left (NE) side we see two huge 
terraces with shadowed scarps above and below.  
Much fine detail was seen in these scarps, some of 
which I've drawn. A small amount of collapse debris 
invades the crater floor on this side. The southeast 
wall seems better preserved, with a single high scarp 
rising out of a very wide fan of collapse debris. This 
wall seems to have eaten into the footprint of crater 
Barnard that looks like an over-wide terrace above 
Humboldt's floor. This southeast rim looks even more 
out of round than the NE portion.  
 
Take a look at the libration zone map IV in Rükl's 
"Atlas" to see how un-round Humboldt really is. 
Much more detail can be seen under favourable 
libration. If you have, say, "Virtual Moon" you can 
run the program forwards in time to chose when a 
western libration of up to +8° will dramatically widen 
the crater complex. 
 
As "Chuck" Wood (Modern Moon) says: "Humboldt 
would be one of the most spectacular craters on the 
Moon were it better placed." He tells us that 
Humboldt is one of the "floor-fractured craters" 
where basalt lavas have welled up through the 
fractures caused by cratering, to make the crater floor 
bow upwards, as nearby (and well known)  Petavius. 
 
Humboldt is named for Wilhelm von H, brother of 
more well known Alexander von H. the explorer.  
This Humboldt was a German statesman and 
philologist. 
 

Clear skies. 
 

Harry Roberts 
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Solar Observations 
by Monty Leventhal OAM & SCS 
President 
 

December 2017 Solar Report 
 

My first observation was made on the 
2nd December and once again the solar 
disc was completely clear of Sunspots 
and remained so until the 11th. A small 
group of 3 very small spots were 
observed with a Classification Value 
(CV) of Bxi (3) in Active Region (AR) 
12691. By the following day they had 
completely disappeared and once 
again the Sun remained clear of all 
Sunspots until the 21st. 
 
On that day a group of spots were 
observed in AR12692 with a CV of 
Dsi (28). By the 22nd it had grown to a 
CV of Esi (29) and on the 23rd it had 
grown in size to a CV of Dki (39). On 
the 26th of December only 2 very small 
spots could be seen in AR12692 
giving it a CV of Bxi (3). 
 
From the 26th the solar disc remained 
clear of Sunspots for the remainder of 
the month. 
 
PROMINENCES. Prominence 
activity remained constant, though 
mostly faint. On the 2nd an active 
Single Arch Prominence on the NW 
limb reached an approximate height of 
47,000 km and stretched across the 
limb for about 149,000km. 
 
A n o t h e r  U n c o n n e c t e d  A r c h 
Prominence on the 10th reached an 
approximate height of 65,000 on the 
SE limb. 
 
For the rest of the month most 
Prominences remained small and faint 
except for a Column type Prominence 
on the 31st which reached a height of 
about 84,000km. 
 
Prominences were seen on all 
observing days this month but as 
mentioned, most were small and faint. 
 
FLARES. No Flares were seen for the 
whole month of observations. 
 
For the month of December 2017 all 

Sunspot activity once again on the Sun remained extremely low. 
 
A total of 17 Observations were made for the month with the 
remaining 14 days being cloud covered and/or rain. 
 
A total of only 3 groups were observed. This included 2 groups in 
the north and 1 in the south, comprising of   11 spots in the north and 
3 in the south giving a total of 14 Sunspots. 
 
This is now a slight increase in the Sunspot count but no increase in 
the total of Sunspot groups. 
 
The average Relevant Sunspot number for the month was 5 and the 
average CV was 6.4 and the Q CV 1 
 
Most Prominences observed once again were quite faint. 
 
No CMEs were observed. 
 
This brings a question to the writers mind. Are we heading for 
another Maunder minimum, bearing in mind the extreme cold 
conditions in the U.S.A. at present? I think not. The next 4 years 
might tell. 
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Solar Observations 
by Monty Leventhal OAM & SCS President 
 

January 2018 Solar Report 
 

The solar disc was still clear of Sunspot from 
last December 2017 to the 4th January when a 
single Axx (1) spot was seen at 20° North & 
Longitude 332°. Though it could not be seen on 
the 5th it could still be observed on the 6th in 
AR12693. 
 
Due to bad weather no observation were made 
until the 13th with the solar disc still clear of 
Sunspots until the 16th. On that day a Csi (12) 
group  of  spot  were  observed  10°  South  & 
Longitude 125° in AR12696 consisting of 3 
spots,  2  with  Penumbra  and  1  without.  It 
remained visible until the 18th but only with a 
CV of Axx (1). 
 
No further Sunspots could be seen for the rest 
of the month 
 
PROMINENCES.  The  most  significant 
Prominences were on the 4th on the SE limb 
with  a  column  type  reaching  a  height  of 
112,000km. Another on the 14th on the NW 
limb being active to 102,000km high. 
 
On the 20th a faint column type Prominence 
reached a height of 140,000km on the SW limb 
 
For the rest of the month most Prominences 
remained small and faint. 
 
Prominences were seen on all observing days 
this month with the exception of the 21st when 
no activity at all could be seen. 
 
FLARES. No Flares were seen for the whole 
month of observations. 
 
For the month of January 2018 all Sunspot 
activity  once  again  on  the  Sun  remained 
extremely low. 
 
A total of 17 Observations were made for the 
month with the remaining 14 days being cloud 
covered and/or rain. 
 
A total of only 2 groups were observed. This 
included 1 group in the north and 1 in the south, 
comprising of   1 spot in the north and 3 in the 
south giving a total of 4 Sunspots. 
 
This is now the lowest Sunspot and group count 
I believe I have ever made.  

The average Relevant Sunspot number for the month was 3 
and the average CV was 1.2 and the Q CV 1 
 
Most Prominences observed once again were quite faint. 
 
No CMEs were observed. 
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Sunspots owe their ability to make abrupt changes to 
their magnetic origins somewhere near the solar 
tachocline (at solar radius ~2/3) where the rigidly 
rotating radiative zone meets the differentially 
rotating convection zone. From Earth we can see the 
convection cells as they break the surface: the 
photospheric granularity. 
 
On the other hand, when magnetic flux reaches the 
surface, we see a dark spot, since the magnetic flux 
'tube' is cooler than its surroundings. With a suitable 
scope and good seeing we can detect 'tubes,' or spots, 
of about 1000km (1Mm) diameter; such a spot is 
contrasty enough that we can measure its position to 
an accuracy of ±1º (on a good day!) This, and Peter 
Meadows Helio freeware, allows us to follow spot 
groups as they are carried across the Sun by its 
rotation. 
 
AR12585 was a suitable candidate and the figures 
describe events in the group as it crossed the disc 
from solar east to west; interesting changes occurred 
and are related here.  
 
AR12585. The writer first logged the group at the 
east limb on August 31 2016 (23:00 – 00:50UT. 
Fig1) when it appeared as a cluster of five penumbrae 
containing 12 spots; most clustered around a point at 
+10,222 (i.e. heliocentric 10º N, longitude 222), but 
some trailed as much as 12° behind (at +11,210), an 
overall longitude length (LL) of 16°; a very long 
group. Note the complex (p) spot at +10,226 with 8 
or so umbrae in the one penumbra (PU). Much plage 
and WL faculae (fac) was present – suggesting a very 

active spot group emerging. Helio gave the group an 
area of 500 standard units: a large one. Two lesser 
GOES Class C flares erupted about this time (not 
seen). 
 
Prominence. The scene was enriched by a bright 
prominence some 35Mm high above the limb (Fig1). 
The Mt. Wilson magnetograph was unavailable at this 
time and the data used are from Sep1 at 16:30UT 
(~15h later than my log). As well, a large stable quiet 
region filament (QRF) accompanied the spot group 
some ~20º to the north. Both features would survive to 
reach the west limb in unison – making for spectacular 
H-alpha views. Some lesser filaments lay on the same 
latitude as the spot group and are seen in Figs1 and 5. 
 
AR12585 was next logged, with difficulty (Fig2), on 
Sep2, 23:30, in stormy conditions – an incomplete log 
with no H-alpha. All involved spots had grown larger, 
notably those between the (p) and (f) spots near 
longitude 222 – where Mt Wilson logged two spots 
with opposite polarity in a single PU (Fig2, inversion 
line dotted): the Delta mix that heralds major flares. 
Yet none occurred. The AR crossed the CM on Aug. 5 
UT – still without major flaring. 
 
'Dog' spots. Recall Fig1 showed a couple of small 
spots with following (f) polarity sited at +11,210 well 
behind the main spots. These tiny followers ('dog' 
spots?) were not seen in Fig2, but reappeared for Fig3, 
now sited at +10,211, Mt W gave them polarity R14 
(Red Zeemann deflection, 1400G), thus giving the AR 
(again) an overall length of 16°. In Fig 3 note the short 
chains of small spots and light bridges in the major 
spots. As well, a very unusual linear umbra appeared 
in the main (p) spot and SDO HMI magnetograms 
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gave this RED i.e. opposite polarity to the (p) spot. 
Yet still no big flares erupted. Next day the 'dog' spot 
was not seen – despite good conditions. 
 
Dog again! By Sep. 9 (Fig4) the 'dog' spots (two) 
were back! But now they had preceding (p) polarity! 
I.e. they had changed polarity since last viewed, 
though they were still sited at +11, 210 (within our 
±1º bars). NOAA now assigned the 'dog' a new 
number, AR12588, though they were just 9° behind 
the 12585 (f) spots. The polarity of the 'dog' spots had 
been R14, now it was V13 (Violet, 1300G). Note the 
small new V15 flux near the R21 spot at +7,220, i.e. 
opposite polarity spots in contact, the Hale Delta 
configuration; the complex inversion line is suggested 
(dotted). NOAA now assigned Hale class Beta-Delta 
to12585, while Mt Wilson made it Beta Gamma. 
 
West limb. The group closed with the west limb on 
the 11th UT, when a prominence 25Mm high adorned 
the scene (Fig5). This was likely due to one of several 
smaller active region filaments (ARF) that preceded 
the group during its transit. Both south and north of 

the site lay much taller prominences (not shown 
here), the northern one due to the large QRF cited 
earlier. Several other ARF enclosed the site. A dark 
surge at +8,224 was active for 20m as shown. The 
small violet companion spots that had attended the 
big (p) spot were no longer present and there were no 
hints of enduring magnetic complexity, although the 
big (p) could still be seen to have at least two umbrae 
within it. 
 
Dog Spots? These were now gone- though a patch of 
bright plage at +10,214 was likely their old site. 
 
Overview of AR12585.  This spot group achieved 
significant complexity and had endured a full disc 
transit, suggesting that it may survive to make a 
second appearance around 2016 Sep26. Watch for the 
spikey appearance of surges at the eastern limb about 
that time: they may herald a reappearance of 
AR12585 and, maybe, the large QRF that lay to its 
north. 
 
Harry Roberts 

Australian Robotic 
"Eyes" to Observe the 

Heavens 
      

Assistant Minister Zed Seselja has launched the $7 
million TAIPAN instrument at Siding Spring 
Observatory. TAIPAN is installed on the UK 
Schmidt Telescope operated by the Australian 
Astronomical Observatory. A cutting-edge 
positioning system using mini-robots called 
"Starbugs", TAIPAN will measure up to 2 million 
galaxies and 3 million stars to make new 
discoveries about dark energy, dark matter, and 
galaxy and star formation and evolution. 
 
"The AAO is a world leader in developing game-

changing new astronomical instrumentation. We’ll be 
able to do an enormous amount of science that was 
barely conceivable a few years ago, thanks to the 
Starbug fibre positioners that are the cornerstone of 
TAIPAN", said Dr Kyler Kuehn of the AAO. 
 
TAIPAN is installed on the UK Schmidt Telescope, 
owned by the Australian National University and 
managed by the AAO. The UKST has an aperture of 
1.2 metres and a very wide-angle field of view. 
TAIPAN consists of a robot positioner operating over 
the 6-degree field of view of the UKST, moving 150 
optical fibres simultaneously to align them with their 
target objects, with an accuracy of a few thousandths 
of a millimetre. TAIPAN includes a dedicated 
spectrograph, designed and built by the AAO, which 
splits the light captured by the Starbugs into its 
component colours. 
 
The UKST was commissioned in 1973 as a survey 
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telescope, carrying out the 
first deep photographic 
surveys of the southern 
skies. Between 2001 and 
2013 the 6dF (6-degree 
Field) multi-fibre-optic 
technology was used to 
gather detailed information 
on 120,000 galaxies and 
half a million stars over the 
whole southern sky. The 
UKST was refurbished 
between 2014 and 2016 to 
allow remote operations 
and the installation of 
TAIPAN. 
 
The TAIPAN fibre 
positioning system uses the 
AAO's "Starbug" 
technology, which enables 
repositioning of hundreds 
of fibres at once. "The 
ability to move all the 
fibres simultaneously gives 
us an enormous time-
saving over 6dF's one-at-a-
time approach," says Prof 
Fred Watson of the AAO. 
"Fibre reconfiguration 
comes down from an hour 
to two or three minutes – 
amazing!" 
 
The TAIPAN instrument 
will be used to complete 
two new astronomical 
surveys, called the "Taipan 
galaxy survey" and the 
"FunnelWeb stellar 
survey". 
 
The Taipan galaxy survey 
will obtain high quality 
spectra for 2 million 
galaxies. This will be the 
most comprehensive spec-
troscopic survey of the 
Southern Hemisphere ever 
undertaken. The main 
goals of the Taipan galaxy 
survey are to measure the 
present-day expansion rate 
of the Universe to 1% 
precision, to make the most 
extensive map of the 
position and motions of 

galaxies in the Local Universe, and to understand the role of mass and 
environment in the evolution of the galaxies.  
 
"The Taipan galaxy survey will determine both the age and size of the Universe 
with extraordinary precision. To do so, it will measure the position of 2 million 
galaxies and the velocities for 100,000 of those galaxies", said Prof Matthew 
Colless, Director of the ANU Research School of Astronomy and Astrophysics. 
 
"The survey will provide the benchmark for understanding galaxies in our local 
Universe," says Prof Andrew Hopkins of the AAO. "We will provide unique 
insights into dark energy and dark matter that are only possible with a large area 
spectroscopic survey of this kind. This survey will be a touchstone for future 
projects with the largest telescopes in the world, and in space." 
 
The FunnelWeb stellar survey, led by astronomers at UNSW Sydney and the 
ANU, will create an ambitious new database of spectra for 3 million stars in its 
first 3 years of operation. It will deliver a detailed spectral library for millions of 
stars in the Southern Hemisphere. The survey will provide an input catalogue for 
future generations of searches for new planets. It will also enable new maps and a 
new understanding of the structure of our home, the Milky Way galaxy. 
 
"The technology built into TAIPAN is revolutionary, because it allows all 150 
Starbugs to independently move to new targets", says Prof Chris Tinney, head of 
Exoplanetary Science at UNSW. "This means we can reposition and observe 
another 150 stars roughly every 6 minutes. That means around 15,000 stars a 
night, or over a million stars a year. It’ll be the fastest survey of the stars of our 
Galaxy ever obtained!" 
 
The TAIPAN instrument is a developmental prototype for an even more 
powerful instrument under development called MANIFEST. When MANIFEST 
is installed in the mid-2020s on what will, at that time, be the largest telescope in 
the world – the Giant Magellan Telescope – it will enable future generations of 
surveys of the faintest stars and galaxies in the sky. 
 

Anglo Australian Observatory 
February, 2018 
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Puzzling things planetaries! They emit mainly H-
alpha, OIII and H-beta light: that is, they are almost 
pure LRGB narrow-band sources.  
 
Here we contrast a superb HST(c) image (Fig1, lhs) 
with the same image remade with no RED channel, 
50% GREEN and 100% BLUE (assuming HST team 
used a normal filter set).  
 
This recipe approximates human visual sensitivity. 
The result is, in fact, close to what we see in a ten inch 
'scope (Fig1,rhs). 
 
Why can't we see H-alpha in deep sky objects? This is 
because our Sun's photosphere emits little in that band 
and H-alpha is close to the limit of human sensitivity, 
while we see blue and green quite well.  
 
This is why many planetaries look nothing like their 
big-scope images that are dominated by the red H-
alpha channel (and often other faint bands.) 
 
Central Star. My first view of NGC7009 was at 
Sydney in 1985 with the new C8 and an LPR filter: "a 
startling blue planetary; slightly elongated E-
W...impression of being annular".  
 
Recent views confirm this but add a large nimbus of 
blue surrounding the entire thing. Where is the central 
star? (Fig2) 
 
While Lord Rosse could not see the central star with 
his giant 'scope, some find it easily: "Unlike the 

central stars of many planetaries, NGC7009’s is 
fairly easy to see in small telescopes." (S. J. O’Meara 
"The Caldwell Objects" Cambridge Uni. Press. 2002. 
P219). I'm afraid I can't agree with him. 
 
I eventually got the central star by 'blinking' with an 
orange #21 filter in a 10 inch Dob and a tracking 10 
inch LX90 (Thanks, Bob).  
 
The central star is a hot one, 55,000K, with strong 
UV emissions but does have a continuous spectrum – 
and while the #21 filter would block much of the 
star's light too, it blocks ALL the nebula's light: 
finally revealing the 11.5mag star! It's not easy to 
see! (Fig2: inset). 
 
What is a planetary nebula? The erroneous name 
was first used for these objects as they resembled 
planets in appearance.  
 
A current definition is: "A planetary nebula, often 
abbreviated as PN or plural PNe, is a kind 
of emission nebula consisting of an expanding, 
glowing shell of ionized gas ejected from old red 
giant stars late in their lives."( Frankowski, Adam; 
Soker, Noam (November 2009) Wikipedia). 
 
While most well-known planetaries are roundish in 
shape, the majority have very complex morphologies 
– perhaps the strangest within amateur reach is 
NGC5189 in southern constellation Musca, which we 
will consider in a future article. 
 
Planetaries are common enough in the night sky – if 
you have charts (or go-to's) to find them. The biggest 
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is the faint "Helix" nebula in Aquarius.  
 
The brightest may be the "Ring" in Lyra or the 
magnificent "Dumbell" in Vulpecula: both are showy 
bright objects for any 'scope bigger than 3 inches 
(75mm) in aperture.  
 
Our target, the "Saturn" nebula is bright but small: 

tracking 'scopes and high magnification are needed 
for its elusive details. 
 
Clear skies! 
 
Harry Roberts 
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History. NGC3699 is a puzzling object, first 
discovered by John Herschel at his Cape Observatory 
in 1834 with the 18.7 inch telescope: a nebula of some 
sort he decided, but not a planetary and catalogued it 
as "Bright, pretty Large and irregularly Round". It 
remained catalogued thus until about 1978 when it 
was recognized, belatedly, to be a type of planetary 
nebula (PN), becoming Perek Kohoutek designation 
PK 292 +1.1. Strangely, it is still plotted as a diffuse 
bright nebula in older catalogues. 
 
The writer, now at a darker site, finally decided to 
investigate this supposed 'diffuse nebula' in Centaurus 
– located amid familiar star clusters and close to the 
great Eta Carina Nebula, NGC3372. With such 
company- it's a wonder 3699 is ever noticed! 
 
The first viewing, on a cold June night, showed 
something unfamiliar: neither a diffuse nebula nor a 
planetary! Perhaps I expected something like bright-
blue planetary NGC3918 just to the NW. Whatever I 
was seeing was very different. The first impression 
was of a miniature version of the Centaurus-A galaxy, 
NGC5128: the so-called 'hamburger'. 
 
Overview: This PN is pretty large, which is to say it is 
just over an arc min in size and is a polygonal shape, 
quite bright near the centre where it is, apparently, 
crossed by a dark lane; like the Centaurus A Galaxy. 
The 'lane' does not lie at the centre, but crosses a bit 
east of centre and divides 3699 into a larger western 
'half' and a smaller eastern half. The larger 'bit' had a 
'galaxy-like' brighter core too. Small stars peppered 
the surroundings; some are shown in the sketch (Fig). 
 
This PN is an enigma: what is the dark lane? Our view 
in the 10inch is but a snapshot and long exposures 
(ESO etc.) show a more complex object twice what 
we see. It seems our view shows just the central part 
of a bright gas shell surrounding an active star. The 
shell is likely excited to shine brightly by the star's 
radiation which may be strongest at its opposite poles.  
 
As well, a vacant region seems to have been blown in 
the nearby surrounding gas by stellar radiation. This 
'hole' in the surrounding gas cloud can emit little light 
– it's almost a vacuum and would be dark. Deep 
images suggest the dark 'lane' is a vacancy in the 
nebula rather than lane of dark cold dust as in 
NGC5128. The brightest parts are seen to be bright 
knots excited by shock fronts due to stellar ejecta 
impacting cooler stable gas and dust clouds. These 
fronts have swept the space between them and the 

host star clear of gas and dust – and the swept area is 
dark and transparent – indeed we can see stars on the 
other side of the nebula (Wiki ESO pic).  
 
This object, then, may be a PN in an early stage of 
evolution; over time perhaps, it will grow into the 
more familiar large empty sphere with a light emitting 
shell still surrounding the host stars. Maybe. 
 
There will be many other explanations. But 3699 
provides a wonderful glimpse into the dynamics of 
planetary nebulae. Again this has no common name 
and is not a well known object; a good target for mid-
size scopes. Clear skies! 

Harry Roberts 
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